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Abstract

Cadmium zinc telh.rride has experienced tremendous growth in its application to various

radiation sensing problems over the last five years. However, there are WI issues with yield,

pardcularly of the large volume devices needed for irna=gingand sensitivity-critical applications.

Inhomogeneities of various types and on various length scales currently prevent the fabrication of

large devices of high spectral performance. This paper discusses the development of a set of

characterization tools for quant@ing these inhomogeneities, in order to develop improvement

strategies to achieve the desired cadmium zinc tellunde crystals for detector fabrication.
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I. INTRODUCITON

Cadmium zinc telluride (Cdl.XZ~Te or CZT) is a semiconductor material that has experienced

rapid growth in its application to various radiation sensing problems during the five years since the
e>.

f~#. demonstration of its detection capabilities when grown by the high pressure Bridgman method

~B) [1], [2], [3]. Many individual devices and several complete systems have been

successfully fabricated from selected CZT crystals. Spectrometers with excellent energy

resolutions for photons with energies in the few keV to MeV range have been demonstrated. In

general, however, these devices have had a small detection volume (e 1 cm3) and have often

employed novel detector designs or sie~al processing schemes to compensate for the poor

transport properties of the photogenerated holes.

The development of larger devices, with standard simple (planar) designs and electronics, and

the increase in the yield of usable devices from each boule of CZT grown requires improvement in

the basic materials properties. Therefore, long-term research efforts have focused on determining

the underlying materials problems that limit device size, yield, and performance.
..
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Currently, HPB CZT boules are on the order of 10 cm in diameter by 12.5 cm long, with a

total crystal mass on the order of 6 kg. The boules are polycrystalline, with grains ranging in

linear dimension from highs of a few cm (very few grains) to lows of a few mm (few grains), with

many having dimensions on the order of a cm. Within each nominal grain, there are various

further defects of different scales. These include large defects, such as cracks and twin bands,

mid-size defects, such as pipes and wires, and small defects, such as precipitates, voids, and tilted

subgrains.

While all such defects, from grain boundaries to impurities, can potentially impact detector

performance, the key research issues are as follows:

1. Which are the dominant defects limiting the performance of large volume detectors?

2. How do these particular defects specifically affect device response?

3. What is the origin in the growth process of these defects?
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4. How can the growth process be modified to minimize these defects or at least their effects?

With these issues in mind, this work focuses on the development of tools for characterizing the

spatially-varying properties in a wide range of (minimally-processed) large volume CZT samples.

II. RELEVANTCZT PROPERTIES

Although there are a wide variety of properties associated with any particular material system,

only some of them will have particular relevance to the issues at hand. In addition, these properties

can be broken down into classification schemes that simplify their interpretation.

For nuclear radiation detector applications, the parameters of interest can be broken into three

categories, each of which is discussed in turn below. In the case of large volume devices, such as

are of interest here, an additional factor needs to be considered, as mentioned above. The

particular lcml value for some of the following parameters may have minimal impact in and of

itself, but spatial variations in these properties can be extremely detrimental to the overall device

performance. For example, large variations in zinc fraction, x, lead to large variations in the

amount of charge created for events (the ionization energy, _) interacting in different regions of the

device, and thus a different pulse height for different events. When accumulated together in a

spectrum via a multichannel analyzer (MCA) these pulses then lead to a broadening of the spectral

peak. While the variation has to be fairly large to lead to performance degradations noticeable over

the other broadening sources currently limiting device performance, in the future this could become

a limiting factor. Further, this is a problem that cannot be surmounted by novel device structures

or signal processing schemes.

A. Fundamental Materials Properties

The fundamental materials properties of the CZT crystal are the starting point for understanding

the limitations in current devices. These properties include the crysta.llinity, composition, and

impurity concentration and activation. Essentially, these can all be viewed as indicating which

atoms are in what locations. Theoretically, one could take the identification and position of each



individual atom in the crystal, and calculate the expected device performance. Of course, obtaining -

the needed atomic information and calculating the results are not possible, and one is therefore

restricted to determining microscopic information and using them in simple calculations of the

effects of individual properties.

B. End Device Pe#ormunce Propeti”es

At the opposite end of the parameter range are the performance specifications of the completed

device. These depend not only on the material properties, but also on the design of the detector

itself and the supporting signal processing chain. This is one area that has seen tremendous

success in providing high performance devices. Novel detector designs, such as coplanar grids

and other electron-only devices, and novel signal processing schemes, such as pulse-shape

disc@mination and compensation, have led to the availability of commercial systems based on

existing CZ’I’materials. The end performance parameters typically of interest include the fulI-width

at half-maximum (.FWHM) of photopeaks at different energies, the peak-to-valley ratio of these

photopeaks, and the efficiency of the detector to detecting events of the desired energy range.

C. Intermediate Detector Propem”es

In between the above two ends of the detector parameter range lie the intmnediate properties

which connect the two ends. These properties am determined by the fundamental materials

properties, and they in turn determine the end device performance properties.

Given that the operation of the detector depends on the transport and collection of _

photogenerated charge carriers, the drift properties of these carriers and the surrounding non-event-

related charge cariiers are the key parameters. The bulk resistivity, p [f2*cm], determines the dark

or leakage currents in the detector, and thus one component of the noise. The mobility, K

[cm2/Vw], and the lifetime, ~ [s], of the charge carriers combine with the electric field applied to

the device, E ~/cm], to give the drift length, X [cm], of the electrons and holes.

A~=/.ig.T,.E (la)

Ak=/.q” T,,.E (lb)



For good performance of the device, the drift length of the relevant caniers must be greater

than the length of their transport path, which is usually equivalent to the thickness of the detector

crystal. Therefore, for determination of the end performance of the device, the mobility-lifetime

products (pz~, pz~) are of most interest, while for understanding the fi.mdarnental materials issues

involved, nobilities and lifetimes need to be considered separately, as they will generally arise

horn different sources.

In. MEAs UREMENTSOF ~ hI-IOMWENHTES

Because of the wide range of parameters of interest in studying CZT detector performance

limitations, a wide range of measurement tools have been applied to the problem. The subsequent

sections discuss the measurement tools that are being developed and applied for each of tie

parameters of interest discussed above.

A. Fundamental Materials Prope&.es

One of the most ubiquitous measurements done on CZT in general is infrared @R) transmission

microscopy or microscopy. The sample is illuminated with below bandgap (II?) light, and the

transmitted light over some sample area is detected with an II?-sensitive CCD. While the CZT

itself is transparent to the IR, cracks, precipitates, grain and twin boundaries decorated with

precipitates, and other light-scattering centers show up as low-transmission (dark) spots. By

taking the spectrum of the IR transmission through the CZT at each spot, it is possible to map the

composition by finding the absorption edge and thus bandgap. Polarized IR transmission can be

used to measure residual stresses in the sample to very low strain levels.

Photoluminescence (PL) can also be used to determine the bandgap, and thus composition, and

to a higher precision than the I’ll absorption edge method. In addition, low temperature (4 K) PL

gives information on the radiative defects present, but mapping is limited at low temperatures for

mechanical reasons. High resolution, triple-axis x-ray diffraction (TAXRD), while again having

limited mapping capabilities, can provide precise composition, residual stress, and crystallinity
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measurements. Double-axis x-ray diffraction topography (DAXRDT) provides more spatial

information, but doesn’t provide the detailed crystallini~ information that TAXRD can.

Finally, there are techniques, such as thermoelectric emission spectroscopy (TEES) and

thermally stimulated currents (TSC) that provide detailed information on defect states, but that on

the other hand have limited mapping capabilities.

All of these measurements were discussed in detail at a recent conference on the material

properties of room-temperature semiconductor radiation detectors [4].

B. End Device Pefonnance Propem”es

The spatial variations in end device performance properties have been studied by two methods.

The f~st involves building a database of the location and performance of each of the detectors

fabricated from a given bode. This is done by the crystal manufacturers, who have access to all of

the required information. The second method involves separately characterizing each pixel in

imaging devices and correlating this with previously conducted materials mapping measurements.

Reference [5] discusses work done along this line.

C. Intermediate Detector Prope&”es

The focus of this paper is on the development and use of a system to map the intermediate

detector properties, i.e. resistivity and mobility-lifetime products, over large volumes of CZT

material. This is accomplished with a retractable probe and an X-Y translation stage used with a

standard nuclear spectroscopy signal processing setup. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the setup.

The CZT sample, which has a continuous gold contact deposited on the bottom surface, is

placed on the conductive table. The bare front crystal .mrftie is then contacted locally when the

probe is lowered. The region probed at each spatial spot is thus a cylinder of material 2 mm in

diameter. Because the alpha particles are absorbed near the grounded electrode, the signals

measured result from the transport of electrons from the bottom contact across the bulk of the CZT.

The following sections detail each of the measurements conducted at each spatial location.

1) Leakuge Current- Resistivi~



One of the simplest measurements to do is to measure the leakage current, I [A], at a set bias, V

m. From this measurement and the known thickness of the sample, d [cm], the bulk resistivity of

the cylinder of matetial can be calculated.

v
— “n “~:nfact

P== ~ ‘ (2)
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2) Pulse Height Spectrum - ikfobiliQ-Lijetirne Product

A standard pulse height spectrum is acquired at each point, as well. For these measurements,

the bias is kept relatively low, such that the peak pulse height is not saturated with respect

therefore, it is possible to use the bias-dependent formulation of the Hecht relation [6], [7].

to bias;

(3)

The fill collection pulse height, QO,depends only on the

and is determined before each mapping run by measuring the

measurement system configuration,

pulse height versus bias for severaI

spatial points to find this constant. For the mapping measurements then, by determining the peak

pulse height, Q, from the pulse height spectrum, one can determine the local mobility-lifetime

product for the electrons, yz~ [cm2/V*s].

3) Pulse Transients - kfobili~ and Trapping Time

By studying the transients output from the preamp using a digital oscilloscope, it is possible

extract the mobility and lifetime separately, and to gather information about the inhomogeneities

the transport vertically through the bulk.

to

in

In a high-field condition, where the electrons are fully collected, the risetime of the preamp

transient is essentially equal to tie transit time of the electrons, ~ [s]. From this, the electron

mobility can be calculated.

(4)



In the lower field condition electron trapping processes play a role, and the transient shape is

modeled as follows, from which the electron lifetime can be determined [7].
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~. hTERMEDL4TEPROPERTIESRESULTS

The following results were taken on a full wafer slice with nominal x = 0.1, which was

approximately 10 cm in diameter by 0.5 cm thick. The data were taken with a f~ed bias of 300 V,

an acquisition time of 50 sec. per spatial point, and with an arnpltiler shaping time of 6 psi.

A. Leakage Cun-ent - Resistivi~

The leakage current map was acquired and the resistivities calculated from it as discussed

above; the results are shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen in the plot, the majority of the wafer has a resistivity in the range of 1 x 109

isolated spots exhibit orders of ma=titude lower resistivity, i.e. they are

These spots tend to occur at junctions of mukiple grain boundaries, cracks, and

either from decorating precipitates or from

C!”cmto 1.5 x 1010Cl”cm, which is somewhat lower than good x = 0.1 material typically yields.

Some (generally)

effectively shorts.

wires, which all can have a sia@ficant metallic nature,

backfiied impurities.

B. Pulse Height Spectrum - Mobility-L fetime Product

The pulse height spectrum was acquired at each spot, the peak pulse height determined, and the

electron mobility-lifetime product calculated as discussed above; the results are shown in Figure 3.

As can be seen in the figure, for this wafer the electron mobility-lifetirne product for the

majority of the wafer falls in the 5 x 104 cmz/V to 7.5 x 104 cm2/V range. This is somewhat lower

than the values expected for good material. However, there are small ~gions which have values in

the desirable 10-3cm2/V range. Also, there are the dark lines where no pulse height spectrum was



present (i.e. only a leakage current signal), which tend to lie along grain boundaries and other

extended defects that yield very poor charge collection.

C. Pulse Transients - iWobili~ and Trapping Time

Because the scan on this full wafer was done at a single, relatively-low bias the mobility was

not determinable. In general, the carrier lifetime is expected to vary more greatly than the mobility,

and therefore q is generally the more inhomogenous parameter. However, some separate recent

measurements in a relatively good quality 1 cm2 sample seem to indicate that p. may vary by as

much as a factor of two, from 500 cm2/V*sto 1000 cm2/V*s.

The larger issue with separately determining mobility and lifetime at each spatial location has

been the variations in pulse transient shape. Figure 4 (a) to (c) show three example transients from

different locations on the sample studied here.

Figure 4 (a) shows a transient from a “good” region of the wafer, i. e. a location with relatively

high resistivity and ~z~. Even here, however, the transient shape deviates from that expected from

the simple time-dependent Hecht formulation. In particular, the beginning of the charge transport

appears to be inhibiting, resulting perhaps from a region of diminished electric field near the

deposited gold contact.

Fibwre 4 (b) shows a situation that occurs in some small fraction of the points on the large

volume wafers. The transient has two distinct slopes prior to the exponential trapping end. These

two slopes, which can be easily revealed through the computation of the derivative of the sia~al,

are most likely caused by two distinct electric fields through the thickness of the crystal, possibly

resulting from a grain boundary crossing the measured volume. Figure 4 (c) may well be an

extreme case of this, in which the carriers are greatly impeded and become “stuck” temporarily on

the grain boundary in the middle of the transient. In any event, it is important to note that for both

of these events, while the total tmnsient occurs well within the 6 ~s shaping time, the total pulse

height is significantly decreased in each case from the best case collection exhibited by the first

transient. Therefore, these volumes of material would contribute significant spectral. degradation to

an end device.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, a set of tools for spatial characterization of large volume CZT samples has been

developed. The centerpiece of this ensemble is the reliable mapping of the bulk resistivity and

mobility-lifetime products. The transients measured indicate that complexities in the transport path

will limit the extraction of separate nobilities and lifetimes on a universal basis. Work continues

on understanding these transients, such that reasonable models of the underlying processes and

parameters can be determined. In addition, work is underway to conduct higher resolution

measurements, using alpha particles (few hundred micron spot size), gamma photons (-100 pm

spot size), and optical pulses (down to -10pm spot size). All ~f these will be useful for studying

the detailed mobility-lifetime properties around regions of interest, such as grain boundaries and

precipitates. In addition, with the large, well controlled optical pulses it should be possible to

characterize the (much poorer) transport properties of the holes.
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